
Annex I  

Additional guidance for the knob rodeo. 

 

Company Commanders will report to mess hall to draw company that their team will be responsible for 
inspecting. 

Actions in 2nd BN: 

PSG’s will form up their platoons at normal interval and open ranks. SL’s will fall in on their squads and 
wait for inspection team to take charge. SL’s will have clipboards with PAI score sheets and Room 
inspection sheets pre-filled out. Sheets should be in the order that the knobs are lined up in. 

PSG will call the platoon to attention and report to the Officer in charge of the inspection team.  

Report will consist of XX assigned and xx present for inspection. 

Officer in charge of the inspection team will give the command “inspection team, fall in on your squad 
and begin the inspection”.  

Inspectors for each squad will move to the first knob in the squad. SL’s will step out, execute an about 
face and prepare to record scores. Inspector will verify each knobs name on the inspection sheet as they 
move to them.  Inspector will give the command “ready, move” and the inspector and SL will step over 
to their right, and execute a left face for each knob. 

-When the inspector gets to the end of the squad, they will go around and inspect the rear of that 
squad. Note: Be prepared to work around another inspector/ recorder as you move to inspect the back. 
Once the inspector is finished, the SL will give the command “parade rest” to their squad and stand by. 

Once the PAI is complete, the PSG will give the command “close ranks, march” and dismiss the knobs to 
their rooms for room inspection. NO shenanigans on the stairs! 

SL’s will then escort their inspector to each room within their squad and act as recorder. SL’s should be 
prepared to give their completed PAI score sheets to the BN clerk prior to moving to the room 
inspections. Score sheets should be filled out with the knobs name and inspectors will verify the names 
prior to beginning in a room. 

PSG will use the time during the room inspection to go over the commands for the drill evaluation. 

Once a squad is complete, the SL will order the knobs to change into duty and be prepared to conduct 
the drill evaluation. SL’s will turn in the room inspection sheets to BN clerks immediately following. 

Each SL will report to the PSG when their Squad is complete and changed into duty. Inspection teams 
are dismissed (with the exception of drill masters) 

Platoons will then conduct the drill evaluation in the order they finish the room inspection. PSG’s will 
take guidance from the evaluating drill masters. 

 


